Painting The Winter Landscape

Week 1 – Texture In The Winter Landscape

The winter landscape primarily features two textures – soft and rough. Both can be found in many common
elements of the winter scene - sky, clouds, snow, fields, trees, weeds and more. These are simple to create in
watercolor but are often overlooked or missed.
This week, we’ll practice both techniques and use them in winter scenes.

THE ROLE OF TEXTURE
All representational paintings are illusions – collections of shapes, colors, values among other things.
In the end, the choice and placement of these elements creates an illusion of reality. A good portion
of that illusion hinges on recognizable symbols of the subjects we are representing.
Texture is an element that can have symbolic meaning. Consider that clouds often have the
appearance of being “soft”. On the other hand, rocks are often rough textured. If your painting
represents clouds as soft and rocks as rough, the viewer is likely to understand which is which and
understand the scene. If those textures are reversed – rough textured clouds and soft textured rocks
– the illusion may well fall apart.
From a compositional standpoint, texture – soft, hard or rough – is an Element of Design that is
subject to the Principles of Design. One of the most important Principles is that of Repetition which
supports the Unity of the painting. Elements, like Texture, must be Repeated with Variety, to avoid
monotony – even in soft clouds and rough rocks.
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In the painting, above, there are many places where you find soft texture. Notice the places where
there are gradual, subtle shifts in color, value, intensity, or temperature. Also notice the elements
that have distinct but soft edges.
Although it’s not quite as prevalent, rough texture appears in a number of places as well. Notice
those elements that have ragged looking edges.
CREATING TEXTURE IN WATERCOLOR
There are only three textures that can be created with paint and a brush: hard, rough and soft.
These three simple expressions of texture will suffice as substitutes for the wide and complex range
of texture found in the real world.

In the painting on the previous page, there are many places where you find soft texture. Notice the
places where there are gradual, subtle shifts in color, value, intensity, or temperature. Also notice the
elements that have distinct but soft edges.
Hard textures are common in watercolor paintings. It is a holdover from when we begin learning to
paint this tricky medium and are concerned about controlling the water and still thinking about
painting “things”. It is important to get skilled at the rough and soft textures. Their presence creates a
visual richness that heightens the sense of realism for the viewer.
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PRE-CLASS WORK
Basic Watercolor Techniques – work to get skilled at the four basic watercolor techniques: wet-inwet, dry-in-wet, drybrush and lift. They are the key to creating a variety of texture in your painting.
These video tutorials will get you started
Wet-In-Wet
Dry-In-Wet
Drybrush and Lift
Practice The Textures- this short tutorial focuses on creating each of the three textures
Three Basic Textures
Painting Project – Winter Sky – create a painting based on the image below. The sky is mostly soft
textures created with the wet-in-wet and dry-in-wet techniques. The areas of sparkling white snow
on the ground plane are Rough texture.
For the sky, start with a very light wash of Cadmium Red – this will provide a warm glow under the
glowering clouds. The blue grays are mixtures of Cobalt Blue and Burnt Sienna for the lighter ones,
Ultramarine and Burnt Sienna for the darker ones. Painting layout follows.
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IN-CLASS WORK
In class, we’ll paint a fresh winter scene based on the image from the first page. It has an abundance
of soft texture and some rough texture for contrast.
Colors: Cerulean Blue, Cobalt Blue, Alizarin Crimson, Burnt Sienna, Raw Sienna, Burnt Scarlet
Painting layout follows.

PRE-CLASS PROJECT LAYOUT

IN-CLASS PROJECT LAYOUT

